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18V ROTARY HAMMER WITH SDS TURBO (TOOL ONLY) GBH 18V-34 CF

BY BOSCH

The market ´s most powerful cordless SDS plus hammer.

Features:-

Paramount performance with 5.8 J â€“ the most powerful

cordless SDS plus hammer in its range for tough jobs in

concrete

Perfect control â€“ soft start for precise chiselling and 3

different working modes to ensure the right setting for any

job

Smartest SDS plus hammer â€“ real-time tool status via user

interface, individual adjustments by Bluetooth via Bosch

Toolbox app

Technical Data:-

The most important data

Max. impact energy 5.8

Impact rate at rated speed 0 â€“ 2,900 bpm

Rated speed 0 â€“ 500 rpm

Battery voltage 18

Weight excl. battery 4.9

Tool holder SDS plus

Drilling range

Drilling dia. in concrete with hammer drill bits 8 â€“ 32 mm

Opt. app. range in concrete with hammer drill

bits

12 â€“ 30

mm

Max. drilling diameter in metal 13

Max. drilling diameter in wood 40

SKU Option Part # Price

8729202 0611914041 $849

Model

Type Rotary Hammer

SKU 8729202

Part Number 0611914041

Barcode 3165140996099

Brand Bosch

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 4.9 kg

Connectivity

BluetoothÂ® Enabled

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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Total vibration values (Hammer drilling in concrete)Total vibration values (Hammer drilling in concrete)

Vibration emission value ah 11

Uncertainty K 1.5

Noise/vibration information

Sound pressure level 89 dB(A)

Sound power level 100 dB(A)

Uncertainty K 3 dB

The A-rated noise level of the power tool is typically as

follows: Sound pressure level dB(A); Sound power level dB(A).

Uncertainty K= dB.

Product Highlights

Perfect for demanding jobs in concrete â€“ Bosch ´s GBH

18V-34 CF Professional is the most powerful cordless SDS

plus hammer, ideal for tough applications. This powerhouse

´s BITURBO Brushless technology with ProCORE18V battery

delivers an outstanding performance of 5.8 J, making it the

most powerful cordless SDS plus hammer in its range.

Equipment & Application

Perfect tool control is ensured by its soft start function for

precise chiselling during use and three different working

modes (Auto, Favorite, Soft) that provide the right setting for

every job.

Additional Information

The 18V-34 CF is also the smartest SDS plus hammer,

displaying real-time tool status via its user interface and

allowing for individual adjustments through Bluetooth

connectivity to the Bosch Toolbox app. This tool is ideal for

hammer drilling and chiselling in concrete, brick, and stone. It

is compatible with all Bosch Professional 18V batteries and

chargers (Professional 18V System). For maximum power,

use ProCORE18V â‰¥ 8.0 Ah.
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